
Company Growth and Business 
Demands require Software 
Changes

Langlinais Bakery continues its' own 
rich, family tradition of baking the 
original New Orleans French Bread 
for its customers and is recognizing 
the immense rewards of adding 
BatchMaster Manufacturing for SAP 
Business One within its 
manufacturing facility.  What started 
as a bakery in a small grocery store 
in 1971 has now grown into a 
company shipping nearly 50 
variations of its bread to customers 
in 40 states with breads used in 
some of the largest delis coast to 
coast.  With product demand on the 
'rise' and regulatory requirements 
becoming more stringent, Langlinais 
selected BatchMaster 
Manufacturing to provide more 
control and greater visibility into its 
operation.   

Colby Langlinais, CFO and business 
co-owner, along with his father and 
2 brothers, has a nearly 18-year 
history working in the family 
business.  Over this time, Colby had 
seen both the growth of the 
company and the strain on 
resources that had been added due 
to that growth.  Colby shared, “We 
needed to upgrade our outdated 

Sage accounting and other 
independent software products, so 
we moved to the SAP Business 
One solution.  It was a big change 
for us and as we got further along, 
we realized there were key 
manufacturing functions not being 
addressed with the SAP Business 
One solution on its own such as 
batch ticket management, raw 
material Inventory control and lot 
traceability.”

“This was about the time we started 
working with , a local Stratotec
BatchMaster Channel Partner,” 
shared Colby.  Stratotec owner, 
Jennifer Dupont, was quick to 
identify and recommend adding 
BatchMaster Manufacturing to 
complement the SAP Business One 
solution.  “Because BatchMaster 
Manufacturing is fully embedded 
into the SAP Business One 
platform, the addition of 
BatchMaster Manufacturing 
delivered the entire ERP solution 
we needed,” commented Colby.  
With Stratotec's product knowledge 
and industry background, Colby 
said that working with Stratotec was 
a key factor to their successful 
implementation.

BatchMaster Manufacturing 
Delivers Immediate Benefits 

Once Langlinais implemented 
BatchMaster Manufacturing, the 
company began seeing additional 
advantages.  “Using BatchMaster's 
manufacturing functions, we could 
now enter our batch yield quantities 
and size our batch tickets to include 
material loss factor.  This resulted in 
properly sized production batches,” 
shared Colby.  “We had not seen 
this critical function in our previous 
solutions.  BatchMaster has allowed 
us to calculate inventory to a more 
finite number.” 
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Customer Success Story

“Before BatchMaster, we did not 
have a reliable way of estimating 
costs.” 
  Colby Langlinais, 
  CFO and business co-owner 

About BatchMaster Software
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Colby commented that all their major 
customers require product lot numbers and 
that Langlinais needed detailed lot traceability.  
“Before we had BatchMaster, we used to 
manually track lot numbers by hand in binders.  
We are using BatchMaster's lot tracking 
extensively throughout the solution and though 
we have not had an actual lot recall, we've 
tested BatchMaster for mock recalls and are 
confident we comply with customer and auditor 
requirements” stated Colby.  

Colby continued, “BatchMaster has also helped 
us streamline our material ordering process.  
With improved inventory tracking and access to 
material reorder information, we use reorder 
reports to order materials and ensure on-time 
receipt.”  With Langlinais' fresh bakery 
products, Colby says they have a very short 
customer order lead time.  “We need to get 
materials in quickly or have them on-hand to 
fulfill our customer's expectations.  
BatchMaster's ability to handle both inventory 
and our master production schedule means we 
can satisfy our customer demand.”  

Growing its Customer Base with Fast 

Response and Accurate Product Costs

Colby says that Langlinais Bakery has been 

able to grow its customer base using 

BatchMaster's accurate costing data.  “With 

BatchMaster, we can plug in a potential sales 

order and see what our margin would be with 

the order, taking into account inventory costs, 

labor and overhead.  Getting this information 

quickly lets us respond to the customer, make 

adjustments when needed to be more 

competitive, and can result in new business,” 

comments Colby.  “Before BatchMaster, we did 

not have a reliable way of estimating costs.” 

Langlinais Bakery contributes to Lafayette's 

reputation of 'South's Tastiest Town'

Langlinais Bakery is located in Lafayette, 

Louisiana and has been manufacturing New 

Orleans French bread for over 45 years.  Colby 

comments that Lafayette has been called the 

'South's Tastiest Town'.  “Using BatchMaster 

Manufacturing with SAP Business One with its 

single database has given us greater visibility 

into our entire organization.  BatchMaster 

makes it easier for us to make better business 

decisions so we can focus on customer 

satisfaction and help Lafayette live up to its 

tasty reputation,”  added Colby.
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